10461 West Indore Drive
Littleton, CO 80127
April 2, 2018
Board of Directors
Rocky Flats Stewardship Council
Dear Directors,
The mission of the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment,
according to its 2016-2019 strategic plan, is “to protect and improve the health of
Colorado’s people and the quality of its environment.” With respect to Rocky Flats
contamination, the positions that CDPHE takes on risk and safety are quite literally a
matter of life and death.
Today you are hearing from public commenters from the neighborhood of Five
Parks at Indiana Street and 86th Avenue. One of these women has a son with cardiac
angiosarcoma, an extremely rare heart cancer. The other woman lost her husband
to the same disease, 15 months after he was diagnosed. The statistical odds of two
residents of Five Parks developing this rare cancer at the same time are
astronomically small and CANNOT be coincidental. Moreover, on just one street in
Five Parks there were two cases of Parkinson’s disease, one case of multiple
sclerosis, one case of liver cancer, one case of bile duct cancer, one case of multiple
myeloma, and one case of cardiac angiosarcoma. Elsewhere in the neighborhood
there was another case of cardiac angiosarcoma, and two infant deaths. This
CANNOT be all coincidence.
In the entire history of Rocky Flats, there have been only six studies of health impact
on the surrounding population. Only one of those studies, by former Jefferson
County Health Director Dr. Carl Johnson, was published in a peer-reviewed medical
journal. Two others were by expert witnesses, for example Ph.D. epidemiologist Dr.
Richard Clapp, in lawsuits against the United States Department of Energy and its
Rocky Flats contractors, and both of those lawsuits were settled or found in favor of
the plaintiffs, who brought suit for contamination and devaluation of their land
around Rocky Flats. Those three studies ALL found significantly elevated cancer
rates in the downwind population. Another study by former CU Professor of
Preventative Medicine Dr. John Cobb, found Rocky Flats plutonium in the liver and
lung tissue of deceased downwinders taken at autopsy. How did that Rocky Flats
plutonium get into those downwinders’ bodies? Out of six studies of health impact,
the ONLY one that concludes there is no issue is the one by CDPHE. And it has
methodological flaws in that it includes areas that were not contaminated, and does
not consider all the possible health issues resulting from the contamination.

All of CDPHE’s modeling and estimating of exposure, dosage, and risk pale in
comparison to those FACTS which were actually MEASURED from sick and deceased
people downwind of Rocky Flats.
What if CDPHE’s calculations are wrong? Can CDPHE officials even comprehend the
gravity and enormity of their failure to carry out their organization’s mission if they
have made mistakes in this matter?
And now we are inviting people to hike and mountain bike and ride horses on the
contaminated soil in the windblown area. We are digging new home foundations in
Whisper Creek. We are building grocery store strip malls and widening Indiana
Street and digging new drainage culverts on its shoulders. We are contemplating a
parkway project in which trains of huge earth movers will cut and fill massive
swaths of dirt all along Indiana Street, throwing dust into the air the whole time.
On the point of soil contamination, ten different studies from a variety of sources,
from government to industry to academia to concerned citizens, spanning the years
1970 to 2013, have ALL agreed that plutonium contamination in the soil along
Indiana Street reaches levels representing hundreds of times background radiation.
In February 2013 the Department of Energy and the CDPHE briefed this very
Council on the Corrective Action Decision of “no action” for remedy of Operable Unit
3, the “Offsite Areas”. And yet that briefing contained a plutonium isopleth map
(appended below) showing a contour of 10 pCi/g, which is 512 times background,
just west of Indiana, and 5 pCi/g or 256 times background, EAST of Indiana.
The CDPHE, and our local governments, have a MORAL RESPONSIBILITY to protect
our citizens’ health from the risks posed by Rocky Flats contamination, most notably
plutonium. It is absolutely unconscionable for the CDPHE to trivialize the risk, in
the face of the MEASURED FACTS which have been documented by dozens of very
credible studies in Rocky Flats history, and which CONTINUE to play out in the
neighborhoods downwind.
All of this is why I’m urging you, and imploring you, Rocky Flats Stewardship
Council Directors and officials of local governments, to view CDPHE’s position
critically and with skepticism, and to call for a review of all offsite contamination
and health impact studies by a qualified national institution independent of the
Energy Department.
Most Sincerely,
Randy Stafford
Littleton, CO

